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Detailed Boundary Layer
Measurements on a Turbine
Stator Vane at Elevated
Freestream Turbulence Levels
High freestream turbulence levels have been shown to greatly augment the heat tr
on a gas turbine airfoil. To better understand these effects, this study has examine
effects elevated freestream turbulence levels have on the boundary layer develo
along a stator vane airfoil. Low freestream turbulence measurements (0.6 percent)
performed as a baseline for comparison to measurements at combustor simulated
lence levels (19.5 percent). A two-component LDV system was used for detailed bou
layer measurements of both the mean and fluctuating velocities on the pressur
suction surfaces. Although the mean velocity profiles appeared to be more consisten
laminar profiles, large velocity fluctuations were measured in the boundary layer a
the pressure side at the high freestream turbulence conditions. Along the suction
transition occurred further upstream due to freestream turbulence.
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Introduction
Accurate predictions of surface heat loads on an airfoil

made difficult by the complex flow structure surrounding the a
foil. Boundary layers developing on a vane or blade surface
subjected to a combination of variables including freestream
bulence, surface curvature, roughness, favorable and unfavo
pressure gradients, boundary layer transition, relaminarizat
and stagnation point flow. Numerous investigations have been
formed in the past that have addressed the isolated effects of
of these variables on boundary layer development with the ma
ity of the studies being performed on simple flat plate
cylinders-in-crossflow geometries. To incorporate all of the va
ables affecting boundary layer development on gas turbine
foils, studies need to be performed on geometries representati
those found along an airfoil. While there have been a few stud
performing boundary layer measurements on an airfoil surfa
these studies have been made at relatively low freestream tu
lence conditions. To date, no studies have been performed
turbine airfoil geometry at turbulence levels representative
those exiting current gas turbine combustors.

Turbulence measurements taken at the exit of a variety of
turbine combustors have shown that the levels can range betw
8 percent and 40 percent~Goldstein et al.@1#; Kuotmos and
McGuirk @2#; and Goebel et al.@3#! with an indication that the
integral length scale is dictated by the diameter of the dilut
holes in the combustor~Moss@4#!. Although the turbulent kinetic
energy levels actually increase through the downstream ai
passage due to the velocity gradients experienced by the
~Radomsky and Thole@5#!, the local turbulence levels, particu
larly along the suction side, decrease as the flow is accelera
The effect that these high turbulence levels has on the airfoil i
significantly increase the heat transfer along the leading edge
pressure side surfaces as well as move the transition location
ward on the suction side surface. Typically, the increase in tur
lent kinetic energy in the passage is not accounted for in
current boundary layer codes, which assume decay rates simi
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that occurring downstream of a grid. Thus, it is important to ge
erate an experimental database to use as a benchmark for im
ing predictive tools for the purpose of more accurately captur
the physics of the flowfield.

Past Studies
As stated previously, most of the boundary layer studies ex

ining various flowfield effects have used a flat plate geome
These studies, which started as early as Kestin@6#, are far too
numerous to completely discuss in this paper. A few of the m
relevant investigations in which boundary layer measureme
have been made along an airfoil will be discussed in the follow
paragraphs.

Detailed boundary layer measurements have been made o
airfoil surface by Ubaldi et al.@7#, Bario and Beral@8#, and Lee
and Kang@9#. Ubaldi et al.@7# performed detailed boundary laye
measurements at low freestream turbulence conditions in a la
scale turbine vane cascade at low turbulence levels. The mea
ment technique that they used was a two-component LDV sys
with a probe volume size that ranged between a 10,D1,40.
Ubaldi et al.@7# reported that the boundary layers on the press
side of the vane remained ‘‘laminar in shape’’ along the major
of the pressure surface although large streamwise fluctuat
were present inside the boundary layer.

Measurements reported by Bario and Beral@8# were for a
scaled up stator vane geometry in which they used a two com
nent LDV system. The freestream conditions included two tur
lence levels at Tu50.6 and 5 percent. For the turbulent profile
the increased turbulence penetrated into the boundary layer c
ing elevated levels of streamwise fluctuations in the transit
region. An increase in the correlation coefficient was also
served in the boundary layer for the higher turbulence lev
which was the opposite trend to that observed by Thole and B
ard @10# for flat plate boundary layers. They attributed these
creases to the highly correlated turbulence outside of the boun
layer.

Lee and Kang@9# compared low freestream turbulence cond
tions to levels as high as 15 percent that they were able to si
late by placing their symmetric airfoil in the downstream wake
another airfoil. Note that the wake flowfield is fundamenta
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different from the one studied in our paper for the following tw
reasons: i! there exists a mean velocity deficit from the upstrea
airfoil wake that impacts the airfoil leading edge, and ii! the tur-
bulence level outside of the wake region is low. At low freestrea
turbulence conditions, the measured streamwise velocity fluc
tions near the wall appeared to go from a two-peaked profile t
single peaked profile as the mean velocity profiles transition
from laminarlike to fully turbulent. At high freestream turbulenc
conditions, their results indicated the presence of high streamw
velocity fluctuations even though the mean profile appeared la
nar in shape for the case with high freestream turbule
conditions.

Although these studies have given an indication of bound
layer development on an airfoil surface, there is a need for
tailed measurements at turbulence levels representative of t
exiting typical gas turbine combustors. This paper represents
in a series of papers that have documented highly turbulent fl
through a first-stage vane passage. Midspan turbulence mea
ments and surface heat transfer measurements were reporte
Radomsky and Thole@5# while the effects of freestream turbu
lence in the endwall region were reported by Radomsky and Th
@11#. These previous two papers in addition to the present pa
provide a complete database for computational benchmarking

Experimental Design
The details of the recirculating wind tunnel and design of t

stator vane test section used in this study have been docume
thoroughly in a number of previous studies including Kang et
@12#, Kang and Thole@13# and Radomsky and Thole@5,11,14#. A
schematic of the stator vane test section and a table showing
relevant geometrical parameters and operating conditions
given in Fig. 1. Note that the metal angle is the average angle
the pressure and suction sides, which is 72 deg for our case, w
the flow angle is the angle at which the flow leaves the pass
relative to the inlet, which is 78 deg for our case. To allow f
highly resolved boundary layer measurements, the vane cas
was geometrically scaled-up by a factor of nine. The inlet Re
nolds number to the test section was matched to that of an eng
however, the inlet Mach number could not be matched due to
increased scale of the test section. It can be shown using
boundary layer equations that if the acceleration parameter
momentum thickness Reynolds numbers are matched, the
field between the compressible and incompressible conditions
also be matched~Polanka@15#!.

The test section consisted of an instrumented central van
addition to the leading edges of two adjacent vanes. A flexi
plexiglass sidewall, which allowed optical axis for LDV measur
ments, was attached to the leading edges of the vane. The fle

Fig. 1 Schematic of stator vane test section
108 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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wall was placed to exactly match the geometry of an adjac
vane. Downstream of where the adjacent airfoil would end,
location of the flexible wall was placed to match the press
distribution predicted by a two-dimensional, low-speed, invis
calculation. Static pressure measurements on the vane were
formed to insure the correct placement of the flexible wall
addition to insuring periodic flow was achieved between the t
passages.

Heat transfer measurements were made on the polystyrene
tral vane, which was wrapped with five 50-micron-thick type 3
stainless steel foils. The metal foils provided a constant heat
boundary condition. Beneath the stainless steel foil and embed
in the styrofoam 58 type E thermocouples were placed. The sp
wise position for the thermocouples was at 40 percent of the s
measured from the bottom endwall.

A few changes were implemented to the experimental setup
differed from the descriptions given in the aforementioned inv
tigations. In order to accurately measure boundary layers wit
laser Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! system, which was the main
objective of the investigation, a surface must be both smooth
nonreflective. For this reason, a new instrumented central v
was constructed to replace the original vane which had the me
lic constant heat flux surface. As with the original vane, the n
vane was also constructed from stacking pieces of 2-in. rigid S
rofoam insulation that was cut to shape using a template and
electrically heated wire. The Styrofoam cutouts were epoxied
gether to achieve the necessary span/chord ratio given in Fig
The entire vane was sanded to achieve the correct profile
eliminate any steps between adjacent cutouts. Upon achievi
smooth surface, the entire vane was then covered with sev
layers of fiberglass. After the final layer of fiberglass was appli
the vane was sanded and painted repeatedly using progress
finer sand paper until a smooth, flat black surface was achieve
description of the process is found in Radomsky@16#.

The second change in the experimental setup involved
method for generating elevated freestream turbulence levels.
to a change in the location of the experimental facility, the co
pressed air system required for the active-grid turbulence gen
tor was no longer available. As a result, a different technique
generating turbulence levels of 20 percent was required. Prev
work at the University of Texas showed that turbulence levels
20 percent and length-scale-to-pitch ratios ofLx /P50.091 could
be obtained using a passive grid system~Polanka,@15#!. Note that
these are the same level and scale of the turbulence used in
domsky and Thole@5,11#. The passive grid design consisted of
series of 3.8-cm-dia bars with a lateral spacing ofsL /d52.2. The
bar size and the close spacing between the bars was report
eliminate the shedding from the bars in the region where meas
ments were performed. As will be shown later, good agreemen
the turbulence level was achieved between the two turbule
generator techniques.

Methods Used for Boundary Layer Measurements
Boundary layers at nine streamwise locations were meas

with the LDV system on the vane at the midspan location. T
location of boundary layer measurements on the vane surface
be seen in Fig. 2. Boundary layer profiles were measured at
streamwise locations on the pressure surface. These locations
respond to streamwise distances ofs/C520.15~P1!, 20.30~P2!,
20.45 ~P3!, and 20.60 ~P4! from the vane stagnation location
Boundary layer profiles were measured at five streamwise lo
tions on the suction surface corresponding to streamwise dista
of s/C50.21 ~S1!, 0.50~S2!, 0.75~S3!, 1.00~S4!, and 1.25~S5!.
The boundary layer measurements used a local coordinate sys
as shown in Fig. 1, where the origin was located at the v
surface at the desired streamwise location. One axis of the c
dinate system was aligned parallel~x!, while the other axis was
Transactions of the ASME
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normal ~y! to the surface. To completely document the bounda
layer structure, a minimum of 20 measurement locations w
measured in each of the boundary layer profiles.

A two-component back-scatter fiber optic LDV system used
this study consisted of a 5 W laser and a TSI model 9201 Co
burst beam separator. Velocity data was processed using
model IFA 755 Digital Burst Correlator controlled using TSI
FIND software. To keep the measurement volume as smal
possible, a beam expander and 450 mm focusing lens were u
This resulted in a probe diameter, which is the coordinate nor
to the surface, of 44mm and a probe volume length of 0.32 mm
In addition to the location of the measurements, Fig. 2 also sh
the nondimensional diameter of the probe volume (D1), in terms
of inner wall coordinates, at each of the measurement locatio
The LDV probe was tilted at the half-angle of the beams,k
57.78 deg, to allow for measurements very near the vane surf
For the noncoincident LDV measurements, each mean and
velocity were averaged over 12,000 points, which took nomina
20 s to acquire. For coincident LDV measurements, using a c
cidence window of 10ms, each mean and rms velocity were a
eraged over 25,000 points to allow for accurate determination
higher order velocity statistics. All measurements were correc
for bias errors using the well-accepted time weighted average
rection scheme.

The location of the wall during boundary layer measureme
was estimated using two techniques. The first technique invol
lowering the input power to the LDV system and visually mon
toring the crossing of the beams on the vane surface. The se
technique was to monitor the output from the photomultipl
tubes using an oscilloscope. Both methods for locating the w
produced nearly identical results. From numerous repeatab
studies, it was determined that the location of the wall was kno
to within 620 mm. For the present investigation, this value co
responds to a distance from the wall in wall coordinates of at m
a y152 at as/C51.2.

Boundary layer measurements will be presented in terms
both freestream variables and inner variables. When presen
the data in terms of inner variables, knowledge of the shear
locity, ut5Atw /r, is required. For laminar, flat plate boundar
layer flows, the shear velocity is typically determined by calcul
ing the velocity gradient near the wall where the profile is line
For a laminar boundary layer affected by a strong pressure gr
ent there is additional stress added by the pressure gradientw
5m(du/dy)2y(dP/ds) ~Kays and Crawford@17#!. This relation,
however, does not consider any momentum flux term. In ana
ing the measured velocities close to the wall, we determined
the mean velocities indicated a linear relation with distance fr

Fig. 2 Location of boundary layer measurements
Journal of Turbomachinery
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the wall. This implies that the pressure gradient term is not affe
ing the velocities in the near wall region and that the additio
pressure force is balanced by the momentum flux difference.
that reason, the wall shear stress used in the data presented i
paper was that calculated from the slope of the velocity at
wall.

Generally for turbulent boundary layers, the shear velocity
determined using a Clauser fit in the log-law region of the veloc
profile. This is because the physical distance to the wall wh
u15y1 is very small making it difficult to measure the viscou
sub-layer velocities. The Clauser fit technique has been show
Thole and Bogard@10# to be a valid method of estimatingut even
at high freestream turbulence conditions of 20 percent.

The most difficult region for estimatingut is where a transi-
tional boundary layer is present. In this region, as with the lami
profiles, measurements were performed in the viscous sublay
allow the data to be fit to theu15y1 relationship. This requires
measurements very near the wall surface. For all of the meas
ments to be discussed, the closest measurement was typically
to 0.10 mm from the surface of the vane. For laminar bound
layers, this distance typically corresponded toy1 values ofy1

;5. For transitional and turbulent boundary layers the clos
measurement location was ay1;8 to 10.

Uncertainty Estimates
The partial derivative and sequential perturbation methods,

scribed by Moffat@18#, were used to estimate the uncertainties
the measured values. Uncertainties were calculated based on
percent confidence interval. The estimate of bias and preci
uncertainties for the mean velocities were 1 percent, while
precision of the rms velocities was 1.2 percent forurms and 1.7
percent for v rms. The precision uncertainties of the Reynold
shear stress and correlation coefficient were 4.8 percent and
percent. Note that these uncertainty estimates were at the
freestream turbulence conditions near the surface on the su
side of the vane. The total uncertainty in the Stanton numbers
4 percent at the leading edge and 5 percent at the trailing edg
the suction side of the vane. The total uncertainty in the frict
factor was a maximum of 7.5 percent for a laminar boundary la
and 5 percent for a turbulent boundary layer.

Inlet Flow Conditions
Profiles of the mean velocity and turbulence components w

measured at one-third chord upstream (X/C520.33) for inlet
turbulence levels of Tu519.5 percent. Figure 3~a! shows stream-
wise and pitchwise mean velocity profiles measured across
entire pitch of two vane passages using the passive-grid and
viously reported active grid turbulence generators. These m
surements were compared to a baseline case, measured a
freestream turbulence conditions of Tu50.6 percent, and to a
CFD prediction using the Reynolds stress turbulence mo
~RSM! at freestream turbulence levels of Tu51 percent~Radom-
sky and Thole@5#!. The mean velocities have been normalized
the inlet approach velocity,U inlet . A global coordinate system, a
shown in Figure 1 with the origin at the stagnation point of t
center vane (Y/P50), was maintained for the results shown
Fig. 3~a!. At this upstream location, the mean velocity was ju
beginning to feel the effects of the stator vane, as is evident by
deceleration inU/U inlet observed in front of the central van
(Y/P50). As the streamlines turn around the vane, slightly po
tive pitchwise velocities (V/U inlet) occurred near the stagnatio
point for Y/P.0 and slightly negative pitchwise velocities oc
curred near the stagnation forY/P,0. Although the turbulence
levels were very high, the good agreement with the lo
freestream turbulence case and CFD prediction shows the m
flowfield was unaffected by either of the turbulence generator

Turbulence levels and length scales were measured acros
entire pitch of the two passages atX/C520.33. Figure 3~b!
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 109
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shows the streamwise (urms/U inlet), pitchwise (v rms/U inlet), and
spanwise (wrms/U inlet) rms levels at an inlet turbulence level o
19.5 percent using two different turbulence generators. The m
mum deviations relative to the average for the streamwise
pitchwise rms levels were 7.8 percent and 7.6 percent for the 1
percent case. No noticeable difference was observed in the
or uniformity of the turbulence between the different turbulen
generators. Fig. 3~c! shows the measured integral and dissipat
length scales across the passages with the integral scale
approximately 11 percent of the pitch.

Fig. 3 Profiles of: „a… normalized streamwise, UÕUinlet , and
pitchwise, VÕUinlet , velocities at various turbulence levels and
measurement techniques, „b… streamwise „u rms ÕUinlet …, pitch-
wise „v rms ÕUinlet … and spanwise „w rms ÕUinlet … turbulence levels,
and „c… integral and dissipation length scales measured at
XÕCÄÀ0.33
110 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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As a check for the boundary layer measurements, a compar
was made between measured edge velocities, the calculate
locities from the measured static pressure distribution, and
predicted velocities from an inviscid CFD simulation. Figure
shows this comparison and indicates good agreement betwee
two independent measurements. The positive values ofs/C refer
to the suction surface, while the negative values indicate the p
sure surface. Figure 4 also illustrates the inviscid velocities affe
ing the boundary layer development. On the pressure side the
a constant acceleration, with an acceleration factor ofK53.14
31026 over the majority of the surface, as the flow progress
from the stagnation to the end of the vane. The inviscid veloci
along the suction side show a much different behavior with a ra
acceleration up tos/C50.2 with very high acceleration param
eters between 1.131026,K,0.01. Froms/C50.2 to 0.5, there
is a continual acceleration but at a much lower rate having
average acceleration ofK51.131026. Beyonds/C50.5, there is
a slight adverse pressure gradient giving aK521.631028.

For computational benchmarking purposes, the tables show
Appendix A1 and A2 of this paper indicate the local bounda
layer edge velocities, local edge turbulence levels, and boun
layer parameters for each of the measurement locations. As ca
seen by these levels, the local turbulence levels along the suc
side decreased rapidly as the flow accelerates while the le
along the pressure side remained slightly higher.

Boundary Layer Parameters
In this section, comparisons will be made of the boundary la

parameters at low and high freestream turbulence levels. Th
parameters include the boundary layer and momentum th
nesses, the shape factor, friction coefficients, and Stanton n
bers. When possible the values will be compared to correla
results using the Thwaites@19# method. The Thwaites metho
provides a correlation for laminar boundary layers when affec
by a pressure gradient.

Figure 5~a! compares the measured boundary layer thickne
d/C, at turbulence levels of 0.6 percent and 19.5 percent to
Thwaites prediction. On the pressure surface, for the 0.6 per
turbulence level, the constant flow acceleration resulted in ne
a constant boundary layer thickness. In contrast, the elevated
bulence level had a large impact on the size of the boundary la
on the pressure surface. At the trailing edge of the pressure
face, the boundary layer thicknesses at the 19.5-percent cond
are nearly double those at the 0.6 percent level. On the suc
surface, at both turbulence levels, the boundary layer thickn
initially decreased in size to a minimum at ans/C50.21 due to
the large acceleration at this location. Downstream of locat

Fig. 4 Comparison of inviscid velocity distribution from static
pressure and LDV boundary layer measurements to the low-
speed inviscid CFD prediction
Transactions of the ASME
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s/C50.5, in the adverse pressure gradient region, the thickn
increased quickly. At the high freestream turbulence conditio
there was a sharp rise in the thickness of the suction side boun
layers due to earlier transition to a turbulent boundary layer. T
Thwaites@19# method was able to accurately predict the bound
layer thickness over both surfaces at low turbulence condition
to the point of transition.

The measured displacement and momentum thicknesses
given in Appendix A1 and A2 of this paper. On the pressure s
face at low freestream turbulence the pressure gradient ca
nearly a constant momentum thickness. At high turbulence co
tions, the momentum thickness increased towards the trailing e
of the pressure surface. On the suction surface at low turbule
conditions, the momentum thickness grew steadily from a m
mum that occurred ats/C50.21. At high freestream turbulenc
conditions, the momentum thickness deviated quickly from
low freestream turbulence values as transition began nea
s/C50.5.

The ratio of the displacement thickness to the momentum th
ness is defined as the shape factor,H5d* /u. The shape factor for
a laminar boundary layer along a flat plate is 2.6. In general, fo
laminar boundary layer, favorable pressure gradients tend
steepen the mean velocity profile thereby decreasing the s
factor and adverse pressure gradients flatten the mean vel
profiles thereby increasing the shape factor~Schetz@20#!. Figure
5~b! compares the measured and predicted shape factor for th
percent and 19.5 percent conditions. On the pressure surfa
low freestream turbulence, the shape factor was essentially
stant at a value near 2.4. On the suction surface, at low freestr
turbulence levels, the shape factor was near 2.6 at ans/C50.21.
At location S2 (s/C50.5), the shape factor decreased to 2.1
dicating that transition was beginning. Downstream at ans/C

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured: „a… boundary layer thickness,
dÕC, and „b… shape factor, H, at turbulence levels of 0.6 percent
and 19.5 percent with predictions given by Thwaites †19‡
Journal of Turbomachinery
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50.5, the shape factor has decreased due to the favorable pre
gradient occurring up to this point. Farther downstream, the sh
factor increased to a value near 3 due to the presence of
adverse pressure gradient. After transition the shape factor
creased to 1.4, which is typical of a turbulent boundary layer.
the elevated turbulence levels, the shape factor on the pres
surface decreased below 2. On the suction surface at elev
turbulence levels, the shape factor quickly fell below 2 at locat
S2 and reached the fully turbulent values of 1.4 at location S

The friction coefficient and the Stanton number distribution
the low turbulence level are plotted for the pressure surface
function of surface Reynolds numbers in Fig. 6~a!. Note that the
local edge velocities are used as the velocity scales in Re,Cf , and
St. The surface distance from the stagnation location is used in
In addition to the friction coefficient measurements, heat trans
data measured at identical operating conditions are also sho
Stanton numbers are given at two inlet Reynolds numbers
Rein51.153105 and 2.33105 at turbulence levels of 0.6 percen
The Stanton number curves for the two Reynolds numbers fal
the same curve for the pressure surface. Both the friction co
cient and heat transfer data indicate the boundary layer rema
laminar over the entire surface.

Both data sets fell above their respective correlations for la
nar boundary layer flow over a flat plate. The increased frict
and heat transfer is a result of the presence of a favorable pres
gradient caused by the flow accelerating in the vane pass
These data were also compared with a prediction using
Falkner-Skan similarity approach for a laminar boundary lay
which accounts for the streamwise pressure gradients. The fric
coefficients fell below the Falkner-Skan prediction, but the agr
ment was better than observed with the flat plate correlations

The friction coefficient and the Stanton number distribution

Fig. 6 Comparison of measured Stanton number and friction
coefficients on: „a… the pressure surface, and „b… the suction
surface at Tu Ä0.6 percent
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 111
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low turbulence level are plotted for the suction surface as a fu
tion of surface Reynolds numbers in Fig. 6~b!. Both the friction
coefficient and heat transfer data initially indicated a lamin
boundary layer. As with the pressure surface, the data was a
the respective flat plate correlations due to the favorable pres
gradient. The flow was accelerated up to the location of the
ond boundary layer measurement at ans/C50.5 (Re563105).
The friction coefficient at this location indicates an increase in
slope of the friction coefficient suggesting that transition was
ginning at this location. This transition assertion is supported
the velocity measurements, which showed a mean profile that
beginning to appear turbulent~decrease in the boundary laye
shape factor! and a turbulence profile that showed some fluct
tions. Downstream of this location, the boundary layer was s
jected to an adverse pressure gradient and the measured fr
coefficient at locations S3 and S4 showed a dramatic decrea
magnitude. The adverse pressure gradient prevented a full tr
tion from occurring. The decrease in the friction coefficient w
the result of the adverse pressure gradient affecting the deve
ment of the boundary layer in the near wall region as will
shown later by the boundary layer measurements. Similar
matic decreases in the friction coefficient for laminar bound
layer flows in the presence of an adverse pressure gradient
been observed by Mislevy and Wang@21#. Farther downstream, a
a location ofs/C51.2 (Re51.23106), the measured friction co
efficient indicated that transition from a laminar to turbule
boundary layer had been completed.

The Stanton number curve also indicated that transition be
near location S2 (Re553105) where the friction coefficient ini-
tially started to increase. The heat transfer on the vane was n
affected by the adverse pressure gradient and transition proce
normally. Greater effects on the friction coefficients as compa
to the Stanton numbers were observed in transitioning boun
layers subjected to adverse pressure gradients in Mislevy
Wang @21#. The Stanton numbers for the two Reynolds numb
initially fell along the same curve in the favorable pressure gra
ent region. The presence of the adverse pressure gradient c
transition to occur at both Reynolds numbers near the trai
edge.

Figure 7~a! shows the friction coefficients at 19.5 percent a
Stanton numbers on the pressure surface at 10-percent and
percent turbulence levels. Both the friction coefficient and Stan
numbers indicate that over a majority of the surface a lami
boundary layer was present, with magnitudes higher than thos
0.6 percent turbulence levels. At the higher Reynolds num
~near the trailing edge!, both the friction coefficients and Stanto
numbers began to increase slightly, indicating the onset
transition.

Figure 7~b! displays the friction coefficient at 19.5 percent a
Stanton numbers on the suction surface at 10-percent and 1
percent turbulence levels. Comparisons to Fig. 6~b! show that
transition occurs at a lower Reynolds number near Re543105 as
compared to Re563105 at low freestream turbulence condition
The dip in the friction coefficient is not observed at hig
freestream turbulence conditions because the boundary layer
sitioned prior to the onset of the adverse pressure gradient.
resulted in an increase in momentum in the near wall reg
which resulted in less of a decrease in the friction coefficient
the adverse pressure gradient under high freestream turbulen

Figure 7~c! shows the augmentations of the Stanton number
skin friction due to high freestream turbulence. In general,
heat transfer augmentation was greater than the skin friction
mentation. The heat transfer was augmented by as much a
percent for the highest turbulence levels on the pressure side
large spikes on the suction side are due to the upstream shift in
transition location.
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Boundary Layer at Low Freestream Turbulence
The boundary layer profiles discussed in this section will

presented using two scaling methods. The first method uses o
variables for the normalization scheme. The distance from
surface is normalized by the boundary layer thickness,d, and the
velocity and turbulence statistics are normalized by the invis
velocity at the edge of the boundary layer,Uedge. The second
method uses inner wall scaling parameters, which are a func
of the shear velocity,ut , and viscosity,n.

Pressure Surface. Figure 8~a! shows the mean velocity pro
files measured on the pressure surface plotted in terms
freestream parameters. Predictions ats/C520.15 and s/C
520.60 using the method given by Pohlhausen@22# for laminar
boundary layers are also given in Fig. 8~a!. This boundary layer

Fig. 7 Comparison of measured Stanton number and friction
coefficients on: „a… the pressure surface, „b… the suction sur-
face at Tu Ä19.5 percent, and „c… friction coefficient, Cf ÕCf o ,
and Stanton number augmentation, St ÕSto , at turbulence levels
of 10 percent and 19.5 percent at Re Ä2.3Ã105
Transactions of the ASME
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profile was generated using the WALZ program~Devenport et al.
@23#!. The Pohlhausen integral method is a function of the m
mentum thickness at each location. Only two profiles are d
played due to the similarity between the profiles on the press
surface. As suggested by the agreement with the Pohlhausen@22#
prediction, all four of the measured profiles on the pressure
face were laminar and collapsed onto a single curve when nor
ized by the boundary layer thickness and freestream velocity.
collapse of the mean velocity was a result of the constant fa
able pressure gradient that caused similar boundary layer ch
teristics over the entire pressure surface. The linear portion of
profile, clearly indicated in Fig. 8~a! extended nearly 40 percen
into the boundary layer from the wall for each of the profiles.

Figure 8~b! shows the mean velocity profiles plotted in terms
inner wall scaling parameters. Also presented in Fig. 8~b! is the

Fig. 8 Boundary layer profiles on the pressure surface at Tu
Ä0.6 percent plotted using: „a… freestream parameters, „b… in-
ner wall scaling parameters, and „c… boundary layer profiles of
streamwise „u rms

¿
… and normal „v rms

¿
… rms levels
Journal of Turbomachinery
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linear relationshipu15y1. As can be seen, for the laminar pro
files the measurement location nearest the wall typically co
sponded toy1;4. Where the flow was linear in the near wa
region, the use of inner wall scaling parameters collapsed
experimental data. As the flow progressed downstream, the
crease in the wall shear stress continually increased theu1 values.

The streamwise (urms
1 ) and normal (v rms

1 ) rms levels are given
in Fig. 8~c!. In general, the fluctuation levels are quite low with
maximum value ofurms

1 50.9 at the last streamwise location
s/C520.6. For a fully turbulent boundary layer at low
freestream turbulence conditions the maximum streamwise
levels reach a value ofurms

1 52.8 in the near wall region~Thole
and Bogard@10#!. The normal component is also given in Fig. 8~c!
indicating essentially no fluctuations. As expected, the Reyno
shear stress profile,u8v8, indicated no Reynolds shear stress w
present in the boundary layers at low freestream turbule
conditions.

Suction Surface. Figure 9~a! shows the mean velocities mea
sured on the suction surface using outer freestream scaling pa
eters. In addition to the measurements, a Pohlhausen@22# predic-
tion for the boundary layers at ans/C50.21 ands/C50.50 are
given along with a 1/7th law turbulent boundary layer approxima
tion. The friction coefficient and Stanton number curves indica
the start of transition at location S2. For this reason the Po
hausen@22# prediction, which is valid for laminar flows, is only
given at locations S1 and S2. The measured boundary laye
location S1 agreed well with the laminar boundary layer pred
tion. The boundary layer at location S2 in the near wall region w
fuller than the boundary layer at S1 and disagreed with the P

Fig. 9 Boundary layer profiles on the suction surface at Tu
Ä0.6 percent plotted using: „a… freestream parameters, and „b…
inner wall scaling parameters
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 113
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hausen prediction at location at S2. This should be expected
cause the friction coefficients showed the boundary layer was
ginning to transition at this location. Just downstream of locat
S2 the adverse pressure gradient began, as shown in Fig.
location S3, the adverse pressure gradient caused a decrease
streamwise momentum near the wall. The decrease in momen
near the wall was still observed at location S4. The measu
velocity profile at location S5 is similar to the 1/7th power law
approximation for a turbulent boundary layer. This indicates t
the boundary layer was either near the end or just downstrea
transition.

Figure 9~b! displays the measured mean velocity profiles on
suction surface in addition to theu15y1 curve and Spalding’s
law ~Spalding@24#!. The first streamwise locations~S1! showed
the typical laminar boundary layer behavior and agreement w
theu15y1 curve in the near wall region. The favorable accele
tion gradient caused the boundary layer at location S2 to fall
low theu15y1 curve indicating a start of transition to a turbule
boundary layer. At location S3, the measured boundary layer
above theu15y1 curve, which is again the result of the adver
pressure gradient. This result is consistent with the results f
Mislevy and Wang@21# who also showed that laminar bounda
layers were above theu15y1 curve when subjected to an ad
verse pressure gradient. Farther downstream at location S4
boundary has moved back towards theu15y1 curve. At the far-
thest downstream location, S5, the boundary layer was turbu
with a depressed wake and showed good agreement with S
ing’s law for a turbulent boundary layer.

The streamwise (urms
1 ) and normal (v rms

1 ) rms levels are pre-
sented in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. The first three streamwise loca
tions ~S1, S2, and S3! had a peak streamwise rms level of 1.
Large fluctuations were observed at location S4. As discussed
viously, for a fully turbulent boundary layer at low freestrea
turbulence conditions the maximum values of reach a value
urms

1 52.8 in the near wall region~Thole and Bogard@10#!. The
values ofurms

1 58 that occurred at S4 were the result of the
evated turbulence existing in a boundary layer with low wall sh
stress due to the adverse pressure gradient. The peak rms le
position S3 is higher by 20 percent relative to the S5 positi
while the wall shear stress at position S3 is lower by 29 perc
relative to the S5 position. Thereby, the two almost equally c
tribute to having highurms

1 peaks. Similar behavior is noted by Le
and Kang@9# and Mislevy and Wang@25# in their results at their
highest inlet turbulence level of 7 percent. Farther downstream
location S5, the magnitude of the streamwise rms levels reach
value of urms

1 53 which was near the typical value for a full
turbulent boundary layer.

The normal rms levels~Fig. 10~b!! for the first three locations
~S1, S2, and S3! indicated low levels throughout the bounda
layer. At location S4 a large increase was observed with a p
level of v rms

1 51.8. Again, the higher values were the result of t
elevated turbulence levels being present in a region of low w
shear stress. Downstream at location S5, an increase in the no
rms level was observed in the outer portion of the boundary la
Inside the boundary layer, these levels flattened out and bega
decrease as the result of attenuation of the vane surface. Thol
Bogard @9# showed that for a boundary layer at low freestrea
turbulence conditions, the normal rms levels should reach a m
mum nearv rms

1 51.
The Reynolds shear stress profiles (u8v8) are given in Fig.

10~c!. The first two locations where coincident LDV measur
ments were performed~S2 and S3! showed the absence of Rey
nolds shear stress. At location S4, near the start of transitio
peak in the Reynolds stress was observed away from the su
of the vane. The level of the turbulent shear stress has been sh
by Mislevy and Wang@23# to increase dramatically in transitiona
boundary layers being subjected to an adverse pressure gra
At this location, the turbulent shear stress was approximately
114 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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percent of the wall-generated shear stress. Proceeding fa
downstream to location S5, the peak stress moved closer to
vane surface. At this location, the peak turbulent shear stress
approximately equal to the wall shear stress as is typically
case for a fully turbulent boundary layer.

Boundary Layer at High Freestream Turbulence
Boundary layer measurements were performed at the s

streamwise locations to allow for a direct determination
the effect of turbulence levels on boundary layer growth a
development.

Pressure Surface. Figure 11~a! shows the mean velocity pro
files measured on the pressure surface plotted in terms

Fig. 10 Profiles of: „a… streamwise „u rms
¿

… „b… normal „v rms
¿

…,
and „c… Reynolds shear stress levels on the suction surface at
TuÄ0.6 percent plotted using inner wall scaling parameters
Transactions of the ASME
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freestream parameters at the 19.5-percent turbulence levels.
ure 11~a! also shows the Pohlhausen predictions at locations
and P4 as well as a 1/7th turbulent profile. At low freestream
turbulence conditions, shown previously in Fig. 8~a!, all four of
the measured profiles on the pressure surface were laminar
collapsed onto a single curve. At the high freestream turbule
conditions, the boundary layers did not agree with the Pohlhau
@21# predictions for a laminar boundary layer with no turbulen
as shown by the discrepancy with the correlation given for the
and P4 locations. As expected from the increased shear stres
velocity profiles in the near wall region were fuller than at lo
freestream turbulence levels. The first two streamwise locat
~P1 and P2! showed a laminar velocity profile and still collapse
onto a single curve. At locations P3 and P4, where an increas
the friction coefficient was observed, the profiles had steeper
locity gradients in the near wall region.

Figure 11~b! presents the velocity profiles using inner wall sc
ing on the pressure side for the high freestream turbulence co
tions. These boundary layer profiles are similar to the profi
displayed in Fig. 6~b! measured at 0.6 percent turbulence. T
only noticeable difference between Fig. 8~b! and Fig. 11~b! was
that theu1 values level off to lower values for the 19.5-perce
turbulence case as compared with the 0.6 percent turbulence
This was the result of the high shear stress measured at the
for the high freestream turbulence conditions as compared to
low freestream turbulence conditions.

The streamwise (urms
1 ) and normal (v rms

1 ) rms levels are plotted
using inner wall scaling parameters in Fig. 12~a!. The streamwise
rms levels increased from the values at the edge of the boun
layer to their maximum levels near ay1520. For a turbulent
boundary layer, the maximum value of the streamwise rms le

Fig. 11 Boundary layer profiles on the pressure surface at
TuÄ19.5 percent plotted using: „a… freestream parameters, and
„b… inner wall scaling parameters
Journal of Turbomachinery
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1 52.8 and occur at a location neary1510. For the first

three streamwise positions~P1, P2, and P3! the maximum level in
the boundary layer reached levels ofurms

1 52.0 at a location of
y1;20. At location P4, the streamwise rms levels are hig
reaching levels similar to those in a turbulent boundary lay
Moving closer to the wall, a sharp decrease in the streamwise
levels was observed. Recall that the acceleration parameter
K53.431026 along the pressure side of the airfoil. With such
large acceleration, one would expect that any boundary layer t
sition would be suppressed by the acceleration. The previo
shown mean velocity profiles are in agreement with typical lam
nar profiles, but the large fluctuations indicate the presence
turbulence. The normal rms levels show a continual decreas
magnitude as the stator vane surface is approached as a res
being attenuated by the vane surface. It is interesting to note
the location of the peak fluctuating value is further away from
wall than that which would occur for a turbulent boundary lay
profile along a flat plate. Figure 12~a! also indicates the anisotrop
of the freestream turbulence outside the boundary layer, whic
a result of the redistribution of the turbulence due to stream
curvature.

Normalized values of the Reynolds shear stress (u8v8/ut
2) are

given in Fig. 12~b!. For each of the cases the Reynolds stress w
near zero at the edge of the boundary layer. At location P1
Reynolds shear stress became negative in the boundary reach
value of 20.3 at ay1515. Proceeding downstream the she
stress levels became increasingly negative reaching a valu
u8v8/ut

2520.4 at ay1530 at location P4. The maximum Rey
nolds shear stress in the boundary layer was approximately
percent of the viscous shear stress measured at the wall for ea

Fig. 12 Boundary layer profiles of: „a… streamwise „u rms
¿

… and
normal „v rms

¿
… rms levels, and „b… Reynolds shear stress on the

pressure surface at Tu Ä19.5 percent plotted using inner wall
scaling parameters
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 115
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the streamwise locations. Moving closer to the wall, the Reyno
shear stress approached zero for each of the streamwise loca
This was expected since the viscous shear dominates nea
wall.

Suction Surface. The boundary layer profiles measured
the suction surface at 19.5-percent turbulence levels are plotte
Fig. 13~a! using boundary layer scaling parameters. The lami
profiles predicted by Pohlhausen@22# at locations S1 and S2 an
the 1/7th power law approximation for the turbulent bounda
layer are also shown in Fig. 13~a!. At location S1, the boundary
layer was slightly fuller than the boundary layer measured at
freestream turbulence conditions. The measured boundary la
do not agree with the laminar profiles at S1 and S2 predicted
Pohlhausen@22# at high freestream turbulence levels. The profi
at S3 and S4 showed much fuller velocity profiles in the near w
region at higher turbulence than the low freestream turbule
conditions. This was the result of the earlier transition, which g
a higher momentum fluid in the boundary layer.

The streamwise velocity profiles on the suction surface are p
ted using inner wall scaling parameters in Fig. 13~b!. The bound-
ary layer at location S1 was laminar, based upon the friction
efficients, and similar to the profiles measured at low freestre
turbulence conditions shown in Fig. 10~b!. The boundary layer
started to transition from laminar to turbulent at locations S2 a
S3. The transition at location S3 was obvious as shown by
deviation from the laminar profile for 50,y1,200. The bound-
ary layers were fully turbulent at locations S4 and S5 and agr
well with Spalding’s law. The strength of the wake, defined
the maximum deviation from the velocity distribution to th
log-law in the outer region of the boundary layer, is larger
location S5 than S4. This is consistent with the higher momen

Fig. 13 Boundary layer profiles on the suction surface at Tu
Ä19.5 percent plotted using; „a… freestream parameters, and „b…
inner wall scaling parameters
116 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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thickness Reynolds number at this location. The strength of
wake for these profiles was smaller than expected due to
presence of elevated turbulence in the freestream, but does
cate a negative wake strength. Negative wake strengths often
cur for high freestream turbulence conditions~Thole and Bogard
@10#!.

The streamwise (urms
1 ) and normal (v rms

1 ) rms levels are dis-
played using inner wall scaling parameters in Fig. 14~a!. Theurms

1

levels at location S1, which was a laminar boundary layer, w
high but lower than values for a fully turbulent boundary layer.
locations S2 and S3, the transitional boundary layer resulte
rms levels ofurms

1 54, which were higher than measured for
turbulent boundary layer. As discussed previously, this was du
the presence of the high turbulence levels in boundary layers
low wall shear stress. At locations S4 and S5, which were fu
turbulent boundary layers, the maximum level in the bound
layers were urms

1 53 which was only slightly higher than
expected.

The normal rms (v rms
1 ) levels are also shown in Fig. 14~a!. For

the S1 location, the vrms1 levels showed a continuous decrea
in magnitude through the boundary layer. At location S2, the l
els in the boundary layer were higher than the levels for S1, in
cating that the profile was on the onset of transition at this stre
wise location. Farther downstream at S3, the normal fluctuati
reached a maximum ofv rms

1 51.5. These values are larger than t
typical value ofv rms

1 51 for a turbulent boundary layer, and wer
the result of the fluctuations being present in the boundary la
The values at S4 and S5 agreed with the expected values f
turbulent boundary layer.

The Reynolds shear stress profiles are shown in Fig. 14~b!. The
boundary layer at location S2 contained Reynolds shear st

Fig. 14 Boundary layer profiles of: „a… streamwise „u rms
¿

…

and normal „v rms
¿

… rms levels, and „b… Reynolds shear stress, on
the suction surface at Tu Ä19.5 percent plotted using inner
scaling
Transactions of the ASME
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indicating that it was at the onset of transition. At location S3,
maximum Reynolds shear stress in the boundary layer was
proximately twice the measured viscous shear stress at the
For the fully turbulent boundary layers at locations S4 and S5,
maximum Reynolds stress in the boundary layer was appr
mately equal to the viscous shear stress deduced from the vel
gradient.

Conclusions
Detailed boundary layer measurements on a turbine vane ge

etry at combustor turbulence levels have been compared to bo
ary layer measurements at low turbulence levels. To date, this
has not been available in the literature and was made possib
using a large-scale test facility.

The integral boundary layer parameters at low freestream
bulence levels agreed well with those estimated using Thwa
method when the boundary layer remained laminar. At h
freestream turbulence levels, the integral parameters on the
tion side indicated the transition location moved upstream of
transition location that had occurred at low freestream turbule
conditions. This upstream shift was also seen in the skin frict
and heat transfer measurements. Overall lower shape factor
curred for the high freestream turbulence case as compared
the low freestream turbulence case indicating lower displacem
to momentum thickness ratios. This is expected since lower sh
parameters occur for turbulent boundary layers compared to la
nar boundary layers.

At low freestream turbulence levels, the mean velocity p
files along the pressure side of the vane collapsed to a si
curve using the edge velocity and boundary layer thicknesse
the scaling parameter. The profiles also indicated a linear beha
of velocity with distance from the wall in the near-wall regio
even though the boundary layer is affected by a pressure grad
At high turbulence levels, the outer scaling parameters
not collapse the profiles. At high freestream turbulence lev
fluctuations were measured in the boundary layer along the p
sure side even though the mean profiles were more consi
with a laminar-like boundary layer. At the most downstream p
sitions measured along the suction side, the mean velocity
files indicated a fully turbulent profile with a depressed wa
region.

The data presented in this paper provide the community with
understanding of the effects that high freestream turbulence
have on the development of an airfoil boundary layer. In additi
this data provides not only surface phenomena but also velo
field measurements to use for improving predictive turbule
models.

Appendix A1

Boundary Layer Parameters at Low Turbulence Conditions

Pressure
Surface

Uedge
~m/s! Tu Cf/2 d/C d* /C u/C H

P1 4.99 0.8% 0.0049 0.0025 7.09E24 3.01E24 2.35
P2 8.69 0.8% 0.0029 0.0026 7.24E24 3.17E24 2.29
P3 13.11 0.6% 0.0021 0.0026 6.91E24 3.04E24 2.27
P4 18.65 0.7% 0.0013 0.0024 6.76E24 2.80E24 2.42

Suction
Surface Cf/2 d/C d* /C u/C H

S1 23.54 0.5% 0.0019 0.0010 3.49E24 1.33E24 2.63
S2 31.23 0.6% 0.0014 0.0020 5.51E24 2.58E24 2.14
S3 30.04 0.6% 0.0002 0.0033 1.40E24 4.58E24 3.05
S4 28.97 2.1% 0.0003 0.0044 1.71E24 6.08E24 2.81
S5 27.56 2.2% 0.0022 0.0097 1.56E24 1.08E23 1.44
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Appendix A2

Boundary Layer Parameters at High Turbulence Conditions

Pressure
Surface

Uedge
~m/s! Tu Cf/2 d/C d* /C u/C H

P1 5.43 12.1% 0.0051 0.0034 6.80E24 3.22E24 2.11
P2 9.22 7.1% 0.0032 0.0037 6.79E24 3.29E24 2.06
P3 13.43 4.9% 0.0027 0.0046 6.55E24 3.57E24 1.83
P4 18.96 3.7% 0.0018 0.0055 6.89E24 3.78E24 1.82

Suction
Surface Cf/2 d/C d* /C u/C H

S1 23.31 3.9% 0.0019 0.0012 3.41E24 1.30E24 2.62
S2 31.02 4.0% 0.0011 0.0040 7.25E24 3.78E24 1.92
S3 30.05 3.6% 0.0011 0.0097 1.52E23 9.78E24 1.56
S4 28.99 3.4% 0.0019 0.0180 2.41E23 1.74E23 1.38
S5 27.61 3.7% 0.0018 0.0259 3.34E23 2.44E23 1.36
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Nomenclature

C 5 true chord of stator vane
Cj (Cf o) 5 friction coefficient~low turbulence case!,

2(ut
2/Uedge

2 )
Cp 5 specific heat

d 5 turbulence generator rod diameter
D1 5 probe volume diameter in inner coordinates,Dut /v

h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient
H 5 shape factor,d* /u

L« 5 dissipation length scale, 1.5urms
2 /«

K 5 acceleration parameter,v(dUedge/ds)/Uedge
2

P 5 vane pitch
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Re 5 Reynolds number defined as Re5sUedge/v

Rein 5 Reynolds number defined as Re5CUin /v
s 5 surface distance along vane measured from

stagnation
sL 5 turbulence generator bar spacing
S 5 span of vane

St(Sto) 5 Stanton number~low turbulence case!
St5h/rCpUedge

Tu 5 turbulence level (0.5(urms
21v rms

2))0.5/Uedge
ut 5 shear velocity,Atw /r
u1 5 velocity in inner coordinates,u/ut

u, v, w 5 mean local velocity in local coordinate system
U inlet 5 incident upstream velocity
Uedge 5 local inviscid velocity

U, V, W 5 mean velocity in theX, Y, Zdirections
u8v8 5 Reynolds shear stress

x, y, z 5 local coordinates defined at measurement
location

X, Y, Z 5 global coordinates defined from stagnation locatio
y1 5 velocity in inner coordinates,yut /v

d 5 boundary layer thickness
d* 5 displacement thickness

« 5 turbulent dissipation rate
u 5 momentum thickness

Lx 5 integral length scale
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Downlo
r 5 density
tw 5 wall shear stress
n 5 viscosity

Subscripts

edge 5 local inviscid quantity
inlet 5 inlet
rms 5 root mean square
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